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Diagnosis: calling a cow a cow

• Observation in the policy debate: Radical calls to overthrow the regulatory 
compound gradually built up over the past two decades or more

• Diagnosis of current situation:
− (Marginal) energy prices have reached never expected high sustained levels

− Much earlier than expected, RES investment costs have significantly reduced

− Ideally, we would now have RES investment “flooding in” but significant market 
incompleteness and entry barriers of various kinds

=> Political desire to allow for end users to benefit from these 
reduced costs for RES
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Don’t try to fix what ain’t broken
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What does not work? Market incompleteness

•Past  ̴ investment issue in new generation

•Today  ̴ affordability issue for end users
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However, what if the first-best is deemed insufficient?

“I've abandoned free-
market principles to save 
the free-market system” 
(George W. Bush, 2008) 

“A good mix of regulation 
and markets is better than 

no market at all”
(Alfred E. Kahn, 1988)
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Different issues require different solutions

• A different issue: resource adequacy (general)
− Problem: uncertainty when financing new investment 

− Potential solution: capacity remuneration mechanisms

• Another issue: resiliency (e.g., Puerto Rico, Texas)
− Problem: business case to hedge against very low probability high-impact events 

− Potential solution: mandates to tackle underinvestment in resilience

• Another issue: decarbonization (e.g., EU, US)
− Problem: RES initially to expensive to make a business case (innovation spillover)

− Potential solution: feed-in tariffs, CfD auctions, tax credits,…

• The issue here: affordability 
− Problem: insufficient use (and availability) of hedges

− Potential solution: procure “bill insurance” to cap monthly bills on behalf of a subset of end users
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Affordability options: 
centralized regulatory-led “bill insurance”

• Contract: monthly-settled call option with a strike price equal to “bill cap”
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• Why an option? We want to protect consumers against high bills, not fix their price
• Why monthly settled? We want to protect against high bills, not high (hourly) prices
• Why centralized? Transparency, less coordination needed
• What volume? Central entity determines on behalf of consumers deemed needing protection
• Who will be the seller? Technology agnostic but physical and/or financial backup required
• Contract duration? 5-15 years 
• Cost allocation option premium? Levy (cfr. RES support but not €/kWh) or state budget
• Pay-out? Lump sum payment or cheap “energy” block (via predefined key)



• Illustrative example for Spain
− Different impact of the option depending the nature of the price event

Affordability options
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What to do with new access to the network?

Choices

Connection First-come-first 
serve

Auction for 
access

Exposure to 
the price risk Merchant

Auction for long-
term hedge

Big issue is not lack of willingness to invest in new capacity (especially renewables) 
but physical network access, NIMBY, permitting,…
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• Counterparty: government + market parties (“Pool for LT-contracts”)

• Length: 10-15 years

• Objective: risk sharing while minimally interfering with the short-term dispatch

• If bundling access and contracts: two possibilities (not mutually exclusive)
• Stability CfD: competition for the strike price of CfD -> “Bill/revenue stabilizer”

• Affordability Option: competition for a premium of a call option with a strike price set equal to 
maximum tolerable average electricity price+ leave room for bilateral deals (PPAs etc.) to sell the 
energy-> “Bill protection/revenue cap”

• Volume of the contracts:  “yardstick” approach

• Settlement of the contracts: monthly or alike

Contracts for new (renewable) entrants

• Hard to organize technology-agnostic auctions

• Increased risk for generators but more efficient coordination with spot

• However, higher demand for connections than supply of connections 10



How to engage with existing generation?
• Imposed revenue cap cannot (?) last forever

• Pace of new entrants with contracts protecting the consumer-side might be too 
slow to be ready for a next “shock”

• Option A: Force or negotiate contracts with incumbents? Not the preferred route

• Option B: Organization of auctions for the sale of affordability options
− Regulatory assessment of “affordability risks” (cfr. adequacy assessment)

− Maximization of competition: 

∙ 1/ limit demand

∙ 2/coordinate with new entry
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The two key Q&A of my talk

−Q1: Why is there a call for a market reform?
∙ Political desire to allow for end users to (more directly) benefit from the reduced 

costs for renewables

−Q2: What does this crisis teach us?
∙ Not that “spot markets are broken” (*but need to be improved)

∙ Long-term markets are the issue, go find the solution there

∙ Might need to rethink rules around third party access

∙ We need improved consumer protection to avoid shooting the messenger (aka 
“decoupling”) and we do a proposal how
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